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Case studies in Participatory Modelling in Forestry and Water Resources 
and common Pool Management 

 
Ben Drakeford, Edward Borodzicz 
 
With an increased world population and changes to lifestyle and wealth, the social, political 
and economic demands for increased exploitation of natural resources is almost inevitable.  
How European fish stocks are harvested and managed are therefore at an unprecedented level 
of significance.  Good processes for governance and management of these resources is, 
therefore, essential if we are to avoid stock collapse and further damage to an important 
European Industry. 
 
These two case study reports look at the problems of common pool resource management in 
fresh water based resources and forestry, both scenarios are useful to contrast with European 
Fisheries due to the similar problems of multiple stakeholders who have a variety of often 
conflicting objectives.  The aim of these two studies, is to identify good practice in Europe 
and further afield, which might be of value to the management of fish stocks in the European 
environment. Together these case studies provide a useful background resource to consider 
against and in contrast to the problems found in European fishery management.  While some 
useful techniques have been identified, some of the examples shown have been less 
successful, this does not mean, necessarily, they be ruled out of use in the fisheries context.  It 
was also found to be important to acknowledge that it may not be practical, or even possible, 
to include the views of all stakeholders in any system of governance of shared resources.    
 
A number of useful themes are identified in the two case studies which might prove useful for 
further work in the area of common resource management in European fisheries and 
particularly for facilitating work in subsequent parts of Jakfish work packages.   These are 
briefly noted here and include: 
 

• Simulations and games can be used as both role play type games as will be the case in 
a subsequent deliverable in this work package and as complex models of stock 
management and resilience.   Simulations can also be of a more complex computer 
type used to model the outcome of a variety of what if type scenarios.  Scenario 
analysis supported by Bayesian methods of probability assessment can be of great use 
in supporting decision making.  Scenario analysis supported by Bayesian methods of 
probability assessment can be of great use in supporting decision making. 
 

• Uncertainty matrices were found to be particularly useful in terms of collecting and 
collating a variety of diverging viewpoints among stakeholders. 
 

• Mental modelling as used in both PRONE project and also in the Swiss case study of 
urban water management proved useful in identifying divergent viewpoints. 
 

• Inclusivity – It is not always possible to include all viewpoints with one model, people 
who want to hunt and fish for pleasure may conflict with people who do it 
commercially, people who want to log and people who want to maintain a pristine 
forestry resource for walkers may also conflict to the extent that they might not be able 
to reconcile.  It is, therefore, important that we are able to impose a fair system of 
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governance that is as inclusive of disparate needs while maintain the viability of the 
resource.  Despite the best intentions, certain groups/stakeholder viewpoints are likely 
to feel unsatisfied.  
 

• Advantages of stakeholder engagement are improved reciprocity, common rules, 
norms,  connectedness. 
 

• Disadvantages – It is often difficult to identify stakeholders, there may be a universally 
accepted solution, sometimes, decisions have already been made leading to 
stakeholder disengagement.  
 

The need for fairer methods of government must be juxtaposed against an increasing pressure 
on the natural environment for economic, leisure and social usage, resourcing is likely to pose 
severe social, political and environmental problems.  Traditional methods based on property 
rights which may have been handed down across generations are becoming more questionable 
in the context of changing society and decision making which reflects the viewpoint of a 
wider variety of stakeholders. While common pool resourcing is still a very new methodology 
in Europe, its introduction may well be overdue? 
 
Methodologically there is need for both quantitative and qualitative approaches to common 
resource management, we must be mindful about how the same numbers can mean different 
things in different contexts.  Both the ability to be able to measure but also the ability to 
understand context is therefore important.  
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Participatory concepts in forestry management: Lessons for 
fisheries management 
 
Ben Drakeford, Edward Borodzicz 

1. 0BIntroduction 
The demands of a growing population have lead to the overexploitation of many fisheries 
around the world. It is estimated by the FAO (2007) that over 75% of wild fisheries are 
considered overfished, fished to capacity or recovering. Governments’ worldwide, and 
particularly in the EU, have implemented policies to ameliorate the overfishing problem. The 
“fisheries problem” originated from the little or no management of fisheries. Vessels were not 
limited to what species they could target and how much they could land. Therefore, because 
fishing is essentially an economic activity, and hence is largely driven by economic 
incentives, the propensity for fishermen to overexploit the resource is largely a lack of 
property rights over the fishery resource (Pascoe, 1998).  
  
European fisheries management is widely considered to have failed in meeting the objectives 
of the Common Fisheries Policy (Shepherd, 2003). However, the output of fish products in 
the EU continues to grow. In 2005, production was around 7 million tonnes, making the EU 
the second largest fishing power behind China, with one of the largest markets for fish 
products in the world. The sectors contribution to gross national product remains negligible (< 
1 percent), although socioeconomic benefits continue to increase. Nevertheless, debate 
regarding fisheries management in the European Union has intensified in recent years. It is 
currently thought that in order to safeguard stocks, and maintain or increase benefits to fishing 
dependent communities’, further advances in fisheries management/governance will be 
required (Symes, 2009).  
 

2. 1BThe problems of fisheries management in the EU 

Until 1970, there were no coherent measures in place to manage fisheries in the EU. In the 
absence of measures to manage fisheries, the exploitation of important commercial stocks 
ensued. The lack of management measures meant that fisheries were an open-access resource. 
The “open-access” scenario imposed no restriction on where vessels could fish and how much 
they could catch. In fact, open-access fisheries encourage fishermen to catch as much as they 
can because what one fishermen left another would take. An open-access fishery causes 
several knock on effects that ultimately lead to the overexploitation of stocks. Technological 
advances, leading to a more efficient fleet have been accompanied by economies of scale and 
increased profit. However, it has also brought problems. For example, as fishermen became 
better equipped to catch fish, higher levels of exploitation followed.  By 1970, it was agreed 
that some form of management was required.  
 

12B2.1. A framework for EU fisheries management 
The Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) was introduced in 1983 and was a twenty year 
agreement. The CFP has four key areas: a common market organisation (for fisheries 
products), a common structural policy (to coordinate modernisation of the fleet and 
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infrastructure), resource conservation and management system, and an external policy 
concerned with agreements with countries outside the EU (Hatcher 1997). 
 
The objectives of resource conservation and management system, embodied in Article 2 of 
Regulation No. 3760/92, are "to protect and conserve available and accessible living marine 
aquatic resources, and to provide for rational exploitation on a sustainable basis, in 
appropriate economic and social conditions for the sector, taking into account its implications 
for the marine ecosystem, and in particular taking into account the needs of both producers 
and consumers" (Pascoe et al, 1999). 
 
Within the framework of the CFP, a number of multi-annual guidance programmes (MAGP) 
have been introduced. The objectives of these plans are targeted at reducing the EU fishing 
fleet's capacity to levels more in line with the opportunities to catch fish. These programmes 
operate by setting targets for each Member State for their fishing fleets.  
 
The CFP has been widely criticised since its inception in 1983. The main criticisms are that 
the policy has achieved little in ensuring the safety of stocks. This is largely a result of weak 
policy and compliance within the industry (Symes, 2009). The effectiveness of any regulation 
is strongly linked with enforcement and an understanding of the impact it has on the 
stakeholders.  While the primary aim of fisheries management is to safeguard stocks, the 
effect regulations have on the short term objectives of fishermen (e.g. maintaining profit) 
needs to be understood, as it will have an impact on compliance.  
 
After 20 years of fisheries management, guided by the CFP, some stocks are still considered 
to be outside of safe biological limits (e.g. North Sea cod). The 2002 reform of the CFP 
proposed a number of new initiatives to protect stocks, such as closed zones. Fisheries would 
be managed taking into account biological, economic and social objectives. The 2002 reform 
also recognised the importance of stakeholder involvement in policy formulation, and the 
communication of scientific information to stakeholders. In fact, the process of stakeholder 
engagement is thought to be a necessary component of future fisheries management (Gray and 
Hatchard, 2007). 
 
The purpose of this report is to discuss how stakeholder involvement is dealt with in other 
areas of common pool resource management, as literature regarding stakeholder involvement 
in fisheries management is rather limited. This report reviews the process of stakeholder 
engagement in forestry management and river basin management.   
 

3. 2BForestry management in the UK 

Forestry has ancient origins that can be traced back to the 1st Century AD. During this period, 
forest resources would be used mainly to build shelters and weapons. As time progressed, the 
use of timber was widespread in building houses and for use as fuel. During the 18th century, 
large amounts of timber, mainly oak, were used in the ship building industry. By 1900, the 
demand for timber had increased rapidly and was used in the production of many products. 
However, the increased demand for timber was responsible for reduced forest coverage in 
many countries. In the UK, forest coverage decreased from over 50 per cent to less than 5 per 
cent. The two World Wars pushed UK timber resources to breaking point and the Prime 
Minister at the time, Herbert Asquith, appointed a committee to establish ways forward for 
developing the country’s woodland resource. A major milestone in the recovery of forests was 
the Forest Act, which was devised in 1919. The Forest Act involved the creation of the 
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Forestry Commission, which would be responsible for the protection and development of UK 
forest land.  Similarly, to the main objective of the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP), the 
primary objective of forestry protection was to build up a strategic reserve of timber.  This 
would be achieved using the following mechanisms: promoting forestry, developing 
afforestation, the production of timber, and making grants available to private landlords. 
However, between 1919 and 1947, it was estimated that the work of the forestry commission 
had only lead to an increase of tree coverage in the UK by 1%F

1
F.  

 
The forest industry has changed and evolved over time. Until the late 1970’s, the remit of the 
forestry commission largely remained the increase in timber production. Since the 1980’s, 
conservation, wildlife and environmental issues were also understood to be important in the 
sustainable management of forestry resources. Today, the multiple-use nature of forests is 
much better understood. Therefore, management process attempts to engage the wide range of 
people that derive some level of benefit from forestry resources. However, demand for timber 
in the UK remains high and the forestry industry plays a key role in socio-economic 
development in parts of the UK. It is reported that the UK’s timber industry directly supports 
around 35,000 jobs. This figure is much higher when one considers employment provided in 
related industries. 
 
Similar to fisheries, one cannot simply manage the biological sustainability of the resource. 
Rather the social and economic elements also need to be at the forefront of governance. 
Policy makers need to recognise the need to focus on the multiple uses of forestry resources, 
while further increasing forest coverage in the UKF

2
F. According to Tim Rollinson, Director-

General of the Forestry Commission, “where not so long ago the forest was the preserve of 
the forester, today forests are for everyone and forestry is every bit about people as it is about 
trees”.  
 
The next part of this report will review participatory concepts in forestry management and 
consider what lessons can be learnt for fisheries management.  One of the problems in 
fisheries management is reported to be actively engaging stakeholders in such processes. 
Therefore, one of the main focuses of this report is best practice for engaging stakeholders. 

 

13B3.1.  Participatory concepts in forestry management 
It has been argued in forestry management that the involvement of local user groups is one of 
the distinguishing features of sustainable forest management (Misra and Kant, 2004). The 
word “sustainable” is not as new to the forestry profession as it is in many other areas, 
including fisheries. Policy makers have moved away from traditional sustainable yield timber 
management programmes, to consider the sustainability of the resource rather than the timber 
that is derived from it. The word “sustainable”, in a forestry concept, has been extended 
beyond timber and the new and evolving paradigm of forest management, known as 
sustainable forest management (SFM), is based on principles of  the sustainability of forests 
(Kant, 2004).  
 
The involvement of user groups in forest management has resulted in various collaborative 
processes such as joint forest management in India (Kant and Nautiyal, 1994), community-
based forest management in Nepal (Kellert et al., 2000), in China (Zhang, 2001) and co-

                                                 
1 The work of the forestry commission was offset by increased demand for timber during the Second World War. 
2 Since the end of the second World War, forest coverage in the UK has increased from 6 percent to 12 percent. 
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management in Canada (Beckley, 1998). While there are examples of these approaches in 
fisheries management (see e.g. Kularatne et al, 2009; for community based management and 
Wilson, Nielsen and Degnbol, 2004 for co-management), the process is relatively new. In 
fisheries, the main method of restricting harvesting remains a property rights based system,  
where there is a lack of stakeholder involvement in the decision making processF

3
F.  

 
In the fisheries arena, collaborative approaches have largely been based on a property right 
system of which the literature in both fields in vast. However, it fails to take into 
consideration the multiple-use nature of most fishery resources.  
 
Stakeholders can be classed as individuals, or groups of people with an interest in a resource. 
This includes those that may gain economically from the resource (e.g. a fisherman or a 
forester), those that gain pleasure from utilising the resource, those that are involved in 
managing the resource and so on. The Forestry Commission identifies the range of 
stakeholders for forest resources (see table 1). 
 
Table 1: stakeholders in forest resources 
 
Institutional level Examples of stakeholders Issues of interest in forest 
Global and 
international 

International agencies 
Foreign governments 
Environmental lobbies 
Future generations 
 

Biodiversity conservation 
Climatic regulation 
Global resource base 
Conservation 

National National governments 
Macro planners 
Urban pressure groups 
NGOs 

Timber extraction 
Tourism development 
Resource and catchment 
Protection 

Regional Forest departments 
Regional authorities 
Downstream communities 

Forest productivity 
Water supply protection 
Soil loss and degradation 
 
 

Local off-site Downstream communities 
Logging companies and 
sawmills 
Local officials 

Protected water supply 
Access to timber supply 
Conflict avoidance 
 

Local on-site Forest dwellers  
Forest-fringe farmers 
Livestock keepers 
Cottage industry 

Land for cultivation 
Timber and non-timber 
forest 
Products 

                                                 
3 This is reflected in the 2003 reform of the CFP which calls for greater stakeholder engagement in the decision 
making process. 
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Women fuel collectors Grazing and fodder 
Cultural sites 

Source: Forestry Commission 
 
Following the identification of stakeholders, the Forestry Commission categorise the different 
ways in which stakeholders utilise the resource: 

• a source of foreign exchange;  

• a place to hunt wild animals for food;  

• a site for recreation and education;  

• space for a large plantation;  

• protection for a watershed;  

• a site for new settlements;  

• a forest reserve for natural regeneration;  

• a potential ranch for grazing animals;  

• a place to find new species;  

• a source of raw material for industry;  

• a source of firewood, forage, medicines, etc.  

 
Both lists are exhaustive, and may not be complete. In the first instance is not is an easy task 
to identify the stakeholder groups of a particular resource However, the real challenge lies in 
understanding the role of stakeholders in the management process and how to actively engage 
them in resource management. Given the many direct attempts concerning forestry 
management, we will focus on lessons learnt from this area. However, first, the rationale for 
stakeholder engagement will be discussed, including the advantages and disadvantages of 
stakeholder involvement. Following this, an overview of the participatory process in forest 
management is given. 
 

14B3.2.  The rationale for stakeholder involvement 
 
In the fisheries sector there is great debate between stakeholders to the actual status of stocks, 
which is primarily what is being managed. Fishermen perceive the science that forms the 
main input in fisheries management to be outdated and inadequate. For this reason, quotas are 
often set low because scientists perceive stocks to be lower than they actually are. 
Environmentalists tend to agree with fishermen, but nevertheless suggest that quotas are set 
too high in line with biological sustainability.  However, if stakeholders were involved in the 
decision making process, exchanging their views and aspirations for the resource consensus 
may be achieved on how the resource should be managed. 
 
According to Pound (2008), the current situation in resource management is one where 
management decisions are only made public after decisions have been decided upon. Effort is 
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then applied to involve stakeholders and explain and justify the decisions to those affected 
rather than engaging stakeholders before decisions were made. Following this path in 
formulating policy, means that the stakeholders have actually very limited input in influencing 
the outcome, which causes problems when policies are implemented (Pound, 2008). As 
discussed earlier, this can nullify any potential benefit from regulation because any regulation 
can only be successful if it is complied with.  
 

15B3.3.  Advantages of stakeholder management 
 
In this section, the advantages and disadvantages of stakeholder involvement will be 
discussed.  The methods to facilitate stakeholder involvement in the decision making process 
are then explored.  
 
The idea of stakeholder engagement is relatively new in fisheries management although in the 
field of forest management there have been a number of attempts to involve stakeholders. It is 
thought that there are many benefits of doing so, some of which will be explained here. 
Firstly, the downfall of most management regulations is that they are not fully complied with. 
There are many examples in fisheries where this has been the case and several EU projects 
have been commissioned which focussed on compliance with specific regulations. Probably 
the main factor that is likely to improve compliance is understanding. If an individual does 
not understand a particular rule or regulation they are less likely to comply with it. Indeed if 
they do not understand the rule they may not even know they are not complying with it. 
Rather than trying to persuade individuals to comply with a situation after the decision has 
been made, direct involvement in the decision making process leads to greater stakeholder 
understanding. Also because stakeholders feel empowered after being genuinely involved 
they are more likely to comply even if they do not agree fully with the outcome. This building 
of “social capital” as put forward by Pound (2008),which can be defined as the sum of 
connectedness, trust and goodwill between people, (Pretty and Ward, 2001) is one of the 5 
key assets essential for sustainable living. Following Pretty and Ward (2001) social capital 
has four elements: 1) relations of trust; 2) reciprocity and exchanges; 3) common rules, norms 
and sanctions and 4) connectedness, networks and groups. If these elements of social capital 
are well defined co-operation and collective and positive action are likely to result.  
 
Following Pound (2008), there are four levels of stakeholder participation in the decision 
making process. These are given is figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: The levels of stakeholder participation in the decision making process 
 
 Role of 

Stakeholders 
Stakeholders 
influence over 
outcome 

Amount of social 
capital likely to be 
required  

Information giving Stakeholders are told 
what has been done 
or decided 

None Least 

Information 
gathering 

Stakeholders are 
asked for data that 
informs the decision 
making 

  

Consultation Stakeholders views 
are passed to 
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decision makers 
Shared decision 
making 

Stakeholders share 
directly in the 
decision making 

Most Most 

 
Each of the methods of involving stakeholders will have advantages and disadvantages in 
different situations and contexts. However, it is of upmost importance that the stakeholders 
know what is being asked of them and are clear about the extent to which they can influence 
the decision-making. In fisheries, there are many examples of stakeholder engagement in 
terms of information giving and information gathering, but less so in terms of consultation 
and shared decision-making. For this reason, as put forward by Pound (2008), the level of 
social capital may have not been built to the level required for change.  
 
Stakeholder led management is also thought to be particularly important as stakeholders can 
play a large role in environmental sustainability, taking on a feeling of responsibility for the 
resource. For example, a fishermen or a forester who uses the resource on a daily basis is 
more actively involved with the resource than any scientist or policy maker. In many cases of 
resource management it is the group of stakeholders that derive their livelihood from the 
resource that are often most at odds with policy makersF

4
F.  

 
In both fisheries and forestry there is a wide range of stakeholders that should be engaged in 
the decision making process. Often stakeholders themselves are unaware of all the stakeholder 
groups that have an interest in the resource. As a result, there is often a poor understanding of 
the needs and aspirations of each stakeholder group for the resource. This situation can be 
improved by facilitating stakeholder dialogue. 
 
Ultimately, the main advantage of engaging stakeholders is a move towards a position that 
enables all stakeholders to feel empowered. In this way, they are likely to take on 
responsibility for the resource in terms of management and development. 
 

27B3.3.1.  Disadvantages/pitfalls of stakeholder engagement 
One of the primary problems regarding stakeholder involvement is actually identifying all the 
relevant stakeholders. Not inviting all stakeholders groups to participate may distort any 
stakeholder lead process if decisions are taken that impact on these groups. Given there is a 
wide range of stakeholders, that have some degree of interest and impact on forest resources,  
who should participate and at what level is a key question in any participatory process.  An 
advantage of resources being managed at a local level is a move away from the “one size fits 
all” problem (which is perceived by some stakeholders to be a major problem in fisheries 
management) given that one resource is different from another. However, one should consider 
how representative stakeholders are of the group they represent. For instance, Lowndes 
(2001) questions whether local partnerships can really represent and champion the interest of 
a whole community. The problem may also be that many voices are never heard. This may 
result from the unwillingness of stakeholders to participate for one reason or another. 
Stakeholders may feel unable to participate due to time constraints, for example, or they may 
simply not feel comfortable participating in the process. They may also be sceptical of the 
process and feel that while their voice may be heard, it will have little impact in the 
management decision making process.  
 

                                                 
4 In fisheries, it is the science that provides the main input into policy that is most contested by fishermen. 
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A major milestone in any stakeholder led process is identifying stakeholders and inspiring 
them to engage in the process. Once this has been achieved, the key issues centre on how and 
at what level stakeholders should be engaged. For example, how should workshops be 
organised and how should meetings proceed. To determine this, the role of each stakeholder 
group needs to be considered based upon the issues being discussed. For instance, should 
stakeholder views be weighted in terms of the importance of their opinions? For example, 
should those that rely on the resource for their livelihood have a greater say than other groups 
that use the resource for pleasure activities, such as walking, cycling etc. In a fisheries 
context, a particular problem is determining the allocation of quotas. If the quota for a 
particular fishery (e.g. cod) was being discussed, should cod fishermen have a greater say in 
the outcome of the discussion? 
 
The current fisheries management decision making process is already time intensive. 
Fishermen often state this as one of the main risks in the decision making process. Figure 2 
details the fisheries management process in the EU. 
 
Figure 2: The fisheries management process in the EU 

 
Source: European Commission 
 
However, including stakeholders may increase the time element of decisions being 
implemented in policy. For example, organising stakeholder workshops will be time intensive 
and costly. Once a stakeholder workshop has been organised facilitation is thought to be 
required. At least at the start of the process, bringing together stakeholders that have 
conflicting interests can be difficult to manage (Pound, 2008). A pleasant discussion can 
quickly turn confrontational with potential allies becoming enemies and positive results lost in 
argument, delay and even costly legal challenges (Pound, 2008). It is therefore, important to 
involve specialist facilitators to ensure that the views of all stakeholders are given equal 
opportunity rather than, for example, dominant personalities controlling the process.  
 
Even if it is possible to engage all of the stakeholder groups in the decision making process, 
each stakeholder group and possibly each person within that group will inevitably come with 
their own agenda and view of reality. In the forestry context, a forester does not frame reality 
through science but through their own knowledge base, as they interact with the resource on a 
daily basis. Likewise, in the fishing industry, a fisher frames reality based on what they see 
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each day and find it hard to understand how others, such as environmentalists and scientists 
cannot accept this reality. The framing of reality represents one of the biggest challenges in a 
stakeholder led decision making process. There is no magical formula to assist the 
development of reality that is agreed upon by all groups. This requires a move towards shared 
decision making and a better relationship between managers and resource users, which in 
fisheries is often strained. In the past, managers have considered only scientific and technical 
advice when making decisions. A stated aim in the 2003 reform of the CFP, is involving 
stakeholders in the decision making process. This approach encompasses the knowledge base 
of the wide and diverse variety of people that use the fishery resource (see table 2).  
 
Table 2: What is required to enhance stakeholder involvement in the decision making 
process? 
 
From: To: 
Focus on scientific and technical advice Many forms of knowledge are needed 
Seeing other stakeholders as the problem Realising we are all part of the problem and 

all part of the solution 
Seeing other stakeholders as a distraction and 
drain on resources 

Realising they are a source of information, 
ideas and endeavour 

Telling others what to do Listening with an open mind 
Pushing others to change Working with others to agree change 
Behaving as experts Behaving as partners 
Formal approaches Informal and interactive approaches 
Our ideas and solutions The best more workable ideas and solutions 
Source: Pound (2008). 

 
If stakeholders feel that they are not fully involved in decision making processes they can 
become disengaged from the consultation process. If stakeholders feel their inputs are not 
used adequately, they might question the purpose of engagement.F

5 
 
Further problems arise when one considers the issue of power. In forest management it was 
clear that decisions were made by government and the resulting policies administered by 
managers. Today, however, management is often called, “stakeholder led” or some take on 
the words, “participatory management”. This implies that power is shared between managers 
and resource users. Stakeholders are becoming evermore demanding of a clear distinction of 
where the power lies. The devolution of management in the UK from a national to a local 
level has inevitably brought problems, such as this lack of transparency, along with success. 
If management at local level enables stakeholders’ to feel empowered in the management 
process, they are likely to take a more active role in the conservation of the resource.  
 

16B3.5.  New objectives in forest management and the need for stakeholder  

17Bengagement  
Stakeholder engagement in forestry management has a longer history than fisheries 
management, where participatory concepts are relatively new. However, there are a number of 
authors (see e.g. Bills, 2002; Weldon, 2004) that call for better management of shared natural 

                                                 
5 Given the very time consuming nature of stakeholder engagement, if stakeholders feel they are not really part 
of the decision making process, they may disengage. 
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resources through good practice stakeholder participation and suggest ways in which this can 
be achieved.  

The Forest Enterprises Design Planning process has been developed and formalised over 
recent years and the need for public involvement clearly stated. The process of planning 
stakeholder engagement is shown in figure 3. Generally, the more that is at ‘stake’ for an 
individual, the greater their commitment to the process.  

Figure 3: Forest Enterprises forest design planning process and levels of public 
involvement 

 
Source: Forestry Commission 
 
Forestry management in the UK has undergone a phase of rapid change during the last decade 
or so, due to constitutional reform, deriving from political devolution and changing demands 
on forestry (Weldon, 2004). During the late 1990’s and early 2000’s, the primary objective of 
forest management moved away from national government decision making towards 
decisions being made at a local level. An advantage of this process is the potential for 
management decisions to take into account the local context. This is thought necessary for 
successful management of forests utilised by a diverse group of people. The “local context” is 
particularly important as the needs and aspirations for a forestry resource are likely to be 
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different in different areasF

6
F.  In other words, the general public use forest resources for many 

different leisure and commercial activities. Given the process of devolution in forestry 
management, forest resources are now managed at a local level in England, Scotland, Wales 
and Northern Ireland. While strategies in each of the countries are different (e.g. in Scotland, 
a large emphasis is still placed on commercial timber production), there is a general move 
towards a management framework that involves society. For example, in the England forest 
strategy (Forestry Commission, 1998), the ‘strategic priorities and programmes for forestry’ 
are set out under four themes. The themes outline the range of areas within which the Forestry 
Commission is actively involved (Weldon, 2004), including forestry for rural development, 
managing forests for the environment and conservation, forestry for recreation and managing 
forestry for economic regeneration.  This reflects a significant change in resource use since 
the formation of the forestry commission.  
 
The main objective of the forestry commission in 1919 was reforestation to ensure that Britain 
had adequate supplies of timber. The aim of the reforestation program was self sufficiency, to 
prevent shortages in times of conflict. As recently as 1980, trees were planted for this reason. 
Forestry managers, therefore, were very much timber managers and while access has always 
been a right for the public it was tolerated by forestry managers rather than encouraged. Since 
the 1990’s, reflecting a change in attitudes and use, reforestation is as much about the diverse 
group of people that use forestry resources as it is about trees for commercial timber 
production (Rollinson, 2009).  
 
However, new ways of managing any resource brings challenges and it is argued by Bills 
(2002), “that the challenge of moving from a centralised top-down ‘government’ to a de-
centralised power sharing ‘governance’ requires new ways of working, particularly in respect 
of requirements for new partnerships and more participatory approaches to governance”.   

18B3.6.  Public participation in forest management 
 
Perhaps the main obstacle that needs to be overcome in terms of stakeholder participation is 
the requirement of foresters at every level of practice, from forest workers to policy makers, 
to have an understanding of the requirements of multi-purpose forestry (Weldon, 2004). 
According to Weldon (2004), there is a need for stakeholder involvement in resource 
management to move away from the old style governance of decide, announce and defend to 
a system of meeting, understanding and managing. This system has been adopted in the 
England forestry strategy.  
 
According to the Forestry Commission, public participation is the ultimate end of a fully 
devolved administration i.e. to tailor forest management to the regional, sub-regional and 
local contexts (Weldon, 2004). In addition to the formation of new partnerships the vision is 
that: 

“People play a more central role in decisions about their local forests… State forest 
managers’ expertise and remit have changed; they are expected to listen more and 
liase with local people, to ensure that necessary trade-offs between different forest 
functions are understood and properly debated.”(Garforth and Dudley, 2003). 

 

                                                 
6 This is highlighted in the case studies presented later in the report 
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28B3.6.1. Building Trust 
In any industry, especially those that utilise natural resourcesF

7
F, a working relationship 

between policy makers / managers and those who derive their livelihood from utilising the 
resource is vitally important for sustainable development. However, in many industries such 
relationships are often strained. For example, in the fisheries industry, the majority of 
commercial fishermen are not in favour of the Common Fisheries Policy and the main 
legislation and regulations that arise from it. Fisheries managers are responsible for 
administering the policy in each of the European countries and tensions often arise between 
managers and other stakeholders, particularly fishermen. There is a genuine lack of trust 
between the two parties often leading to disputesF

8
F. 

 
A vital ingredient in any participatory process is trust. If stakeholders do not communicate 
with each other, it becomes difficult for each group to understand the needs of the other. If the 
needs of all stakeholder groups are discussed, consensus may be reached on how to manage 
the resource. In this way it is hoped that even when decisions may not be in the best interest 
of one stakeholder group they are more likely to comply with the outcome. This, in part, is a 
result of stakeholder groups understanding the need and role of other stakeholders in the 
resource and from being part of the decision making process. However, the problem is that 
stakeholders are representing a group of individuals and not necessarily the views and 
opinions of all of those individuals. When decisions are made it is still unclear if stakeholders 
will comply, as only a few individuals will be directly involved in the decision making 
process. Therefore, compliance with policy (even when stakeholders have been involved in 
the decision making process) may not improve significantly.  
 

4. 3BThe role of participatory modelling in forestry management 

Involving stakeholder groups in decision-making is viewed as increasingly important in 
forestry management, particularly where forests are managed for multiple values (Schmoldt 
and Peterson, 2000) Participatory modelling is discussed in the literature as an important tool 
in achieving consensus among stakeholders and is a general framework derived from the 
principles of participatory action research. Participatory modelling is a developing technique 
in many fields and is most commonly used when direct participation of local communities is 
deemed crucial to the success of any management policy (Mendoza and Prabhu, 2006).  
 
Modelling has a long history in many areas of natural research management including forestry 
and fisheries, but generally, the models have been developed and operated by experts who are 
much more detached from the decision making process than the stakeholders who are using 
the resource in one way or another (Bots and Van Daalen, 2008). While historically these 
models have not included input from users of the resource in question there is no real reason 
why stakeholders should not have involvement in model design and operation. In other words, 
the cost in not greater than the benefit. In participatory modelling approaches, such as group 
building using system dynamics (see Richardson and Andersen, 1995; Van den Belt, 2004) 
and ‘companion modelling’ using multi agent simulation (see Bousquet et al, 1999), the 
system relies on stakeholder participation not only in the use of the model, but also in its 
construction (Bots and Van Daalen, 2008).  
 

                                                 
7 The management of common pool resources in noted to be rather difficult (see e.g. Adams et al, 2003). 
8 This was a conclusion of the 6th Framework EU PRONE Project which dealt with risk communication in 
fisheries. 
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The purpose of the participatory modelling process should therefore be to enable a greater 
understanding of the resource that needs to be managed. A participatory process should aim to 
harmonise different stakeholder interests, contribute to collective learning and collaborative 
action (Purnomo et al, 2003). However, how to do this represents one of the challenges in 
participatory led decision making. In the case of modelling who should be included in the 
participatory process, at what level and at what time etc. For example, should stakeholders be 
involved as early as deciding what type of model should be used or only when deciding on 
how to set model parameters.   

19B4.1.  The modelling framework 
 
Models have a long history in academic research and industry and at best try to represent our 
understanding of the real world. Models are often complex representing the complex nature of 
the world. For example, in reality we will never know how many fish are in the sea, yet the 
amount of fish that can be caught by fishermen is mainly arrived at with the use of models. 
Models can take many forms, and in almost all models many assumptions are made to 
produce a simplified representation of our understanding on the real world. Models can range 
from personal mental models, through physical models to highly sophisticated and complex 
models derived from mathematical equations (Standa-Gunda et al, 2003). As put forward by 
Standa-Gunda et al (2003), the participatory modelling process is used to support decision 
making, to explore new possibilities and to facilitate understanding. 
 
While stakeholder involvement in common pool resource management has increased during 
the last decade, mainly resulting from the devolution of forestry resources, the actual 
involvement of stakeholders in the decision making process has not increased significantly. 
Modelling is very much an academic exercise, and a key development in participatory 
modelling has been the acceptance of modellers that the development of a good model is one 
that engages stakeholders, particularly when the management problem involves a wide range 
of stakeholders at local and national levels (Jakeman et al, 2006).  
 

20B4.2.  The modelling process 
In the management of natural resources, including forestry, agriculture and fisheries, models 
are often built for scientific purposes to aid the understanding of how a particular system (e.g. 
fishery) functions. Once an understanding of the system has been developed, the model will 
then be used to predict how the system will react to different management regimes. For 
example, how would the North Sea cod fishery react to an increase in the TAC for cod 
catches? The results of such models will at best be disseminated to stakeholders. As discussed 
earlier, simply making model outputs available to stakeholders does little to make the 
stakeholders feel empowered in the decision making process that governs the resource. As 
models are beginning to play an important role in the decision making process, the real 
success of model use will rely on stakeholder engagement. 
 
It may be the case that stakeholder involvement in participatory modelling requires 
involvement of stakeholders during all stages of modelling, from formulating the conceptual 
model to the final stage of using the model to develop scenarios (Standa-Gunda et al, 2003). 
Participatory modelling can be classified as a specific form of the participatory process and 
thus suffers the same pitfalls as other methods involving stakeholders.  
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4B5.  Case studies in the UKF

9 

In 2002, the Forestry Commission produced a report that focussed on the changing emphasis 
to national management to participatory governance as part of the 2002 devolution review. 
Ultimately, this entailed a move away from sustainable timber management to sustainable 
forest management (Weldon, 2004). Part of this study involved the analysis of two case 
studies in the UK. One in the Lake District in the North-West of England (Grizedale Forest 
Park) and one in Merseyside in North Cheshire (The Mersey Forest) also in the North-West of 
England. The two case studies are contrasting in terms of location (although within the same 
region, the local context is different). The Grizedale Forest Park is an area designated for its 
landscape qualities and is located in the sparsely populated high quality environment of the 
Lake District. The Mersey forest, located in the Merseyside region, is a densely populated, 
low quality urban environment. The two contrasting case studies will be explored to compare 
the challenges of stakeholder involvement in common pool resource management.  

21B5.1.  The Grizedale Forest Park 
 

The Grizedale Forest Park has experienced change in recent years from a forest that was 
managed primarily for timber production to a resource managed for a wide variety of uses. To 
cope with the complexities of a multiple use site the governing authority, the Lake District 
National Park Authority, opened up consultations with the Forest Enterprise. As part of the 
2002 Devolution of management from national to local level, in 2003 three new agencies 
were created – one each for England, Scotland and Wales. The main objective of the forest 
enterprise is to provide environmental, social and economic benefits from the resources they 
manage.  

However, National Park status is a landscape designation and thus ultimately the remit of the 
park authority is to conserve and enhance the natural beauty of the park (Weldon, 2004). The 
relationship between the park authority and the forest enterprise in recent years has been 
strained, as the interests of the two organisations were often in conflict and compromise was 
not possible. Opening up to a participatory process involving other interested parties seems to 
have moved things forward in an amicable manner. A wide range of stakeholders were 
included in the consultation process. From the consultation process, it appeared that across the 
interest groups consulted, forest managers were becoming more receptive of interests outside 
of timber management  than was the case in the 1990’s (Weldon, 2004). However, as pointed 
out by Weldon (2004), while this approach has encouraged communication between managers 
and interested parties, it may have gone no further. It may be the case in the Grizedale 
National Park, that the process of moving forward towards a platform for shared decision 
making stagnated at a level where it simply provided a platform for negotiation of pre-
existing policies and platforms. Weldon (2004) summarised this approach as, “this is what we 
are going to do, what colour and size would you like it to be?” This could be further 
explained as a process of minimal stakeholder involvement in the decision making process. 
Further this process has been criticised because the consultation process was extended to key-
interest groups only. Concerns were raised by some members of the local community that 
they had never been part, nor invited to be part, of any public consultation or community 
engagement process. These local residents raise a very poignant question for the Forest 
Enterprise (who, as discussed earlier, are commissioned to manage the environmental, social 
and economic benefits of the sites that they manage).The question raised relates to the mission 
of the Forest Enterprise, that being to promote itself as a management tool for a new set of 

                                                 
9 This section is largely taken from Weldon (2004). 
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‘customers’, although who these new set of customers are is not well defined: timber 
merchants, tourists or local communities, for example. However, as concluded by Weldon 
(2004) “the unique character of a national park means that it is governed to serve national 
policy, sometimes at the expense of local need. Thus the ladder of participation cannot extend 
to the upper level community development solely for the needs of the local community”.  
 

22B5.2.  Overview of Mersey Forest Management 

 
Most of the innovation in public engagement is to be found in urban areas, of which the 
Mersey forest is one example (Weldon, 2004). The Mersey Forest spans 110,000 hectares 
across Merseyside and North Cheshire. The Mersey Forest is the largest Community Forest in 
the UK and is funded by the Countryside Agency and several local authorities. The specific 
management objectives are to: develop a network of woodland and open space to meet a 
range of social objectives including: social deprivation, health, leisure and employment. 
While there are woodland planning targets which aim to create an additional 8,000 hectares of 
woodlands, social benefit outcomes are equally at the top of the agenda.  
 
The Mersey Forest is managed through varying levels of legislation and includes over 100 
partners in the decision making process. Representatives from the 100 partners are consulted 
at various levels on issues relating to resource management. While the public is considered as 
one of the partners they tend to be represented by council members, business people etc. 
Therefore, it is not truly representative of the general public, as it does not include 
representatives from all sectors of the public. After some years of operation it became 
apparent that wider community involvement was needed. To achieve this, a “community 
contracting initiative” was set up to engage members of local communities who wanted to be 
involved in the management of their forest resource. Urban forest resources are often areas 
that facilitate anti-social behaviour, as they are not monitored or policed to prevent such 
behaviour. The community contracting initiative involved local law abiding members to 
suggest ways in which this problem could be resolved. Working together through the 
community initiative, a CCTV surveillance operation was undertaken and subsequently anti 
social behaviour decreased. In this way, local user groups benefit from taking ownership of 
the resource and being part of the decision making process that determines how management 
of the resource proceeds. It is thought that the initiative and public participation was pivotal in 
this particular example and perhaps more successful than if the idea was suggested and 
initiated by the police. 
 
In the ten years since its inception, the Mersey Forest has been working towards further 
development of the resource in terms of sustainable outcomes. However, sustainable 
outcomes may be difficult to quantify. If an objective is to increase forest coverage to a level 
of sustainability in terms of exploitation, then outcomes are easily quantifiable. If to be 
sustainable means removing fewer trees than are planted each year, the outcome is either 
achieved or it isn’t. When one considers social gains from stakeholder engagement, a 
quantifiable output is often difficult to achieve. In the Mersey Forest, stakeholders suggest 
that a move away from quantifiable outputs to more qualitatively measurable outcomes is 
required. For the Mersey Forest, such qualitative measures might include estimates of 
increased levels of community involvement, educational outcomes, and increase in 
biodiversity and estimated health benefits (Weldon, 2004).  
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6. 5BConclusion 

While there is a longer history of public participation in forest management than fisheries 
management, it appears from the literature reviewed in this report that stakeholder 
engagement is by no means a completed process. This in itself is a lesson for public 
participation in fisheries management. Good practice regarding stakeholder engagement is 
evolving. In the forestry sector, devolution of management, which allows managers to make 
decisions based upon best interest in a local context, appears to offer potential. As this is a 
fairly recent development, best practice is still being developed in the forestry sector. 
Consequently, the fisheries sector should pay key attention to success and failure in this new 
format of management. 
 
Perhaps the first key lesson that can be taken from this review of the literature is the 
importance of identifying the wide range of stakeholders that utilise the resource in some way 
or another. Omitting stakeholders in the selection process can undo any good work that is 
achieved by bringing stakeholders together. For example, if a range of stakeholders actually 
reach consensus on the way in which a resource should be managed, but some stakeholder 
groups were omitted from the process, implementing new management decisions may be 
difficult if it impacts on stakeholders that were not included in the process. 
 
When stakeholders are engaged facilitation is thought key in managing conflict that is likely 
to arise during the process, particularly during the early stages of development. To avoid 
conflict is it necessary to ensure that all of the stakeholders’ feel: 

• They have been involved at an early stage when options are open 
• They have a genuine opportunity to influence the outcome 
• Their knowledge and insights are respected 
• They feel listened too 

 
An area which remains unclear in the literature is the necessary or required level of 
stakeholder engagement. The planning process for management of common pool resources is 
exhaustive, and increasingly time consuming (as more objectives need to be managed – one 
being stakeholder engagement). Therefore, to engage stakeholders at each stage of the process 
is perhaps not possible or desirable. However, deciding when and where to engage 
stakeholders is important, because if stakeholders are to feel part of the process they have to 
be included at the right time. The literature reviewed in this report did not provide a definitive 
answer. Perhaps in participatory modelling, including stakeholders from the outset e.g. model 
choice, through to output of models is too time consuming and not necessarily in the interest 
of stakeholders. Rather, involving them in model development, in terms of inputs, and 
adequately explaining outputs is thought to be the necessary level of stakeholder engagement.  
 
The case studies presented in this report raise several important questions concerning 
stakeholder engagement. The process undertaken in each case was different, reflecting the 
nature of both resources. A key finding from both case studies may be that management at a 
local level is required to facilitate engagement, and enable local user groups to take real 
ownership of the resource. This corrects for the problem of one size fits all, which may be of 
relevance to future fisheries management. It appears when managed at a local level, managers 
embrace the advantages of stakeholder engagement and the knowledge and expertise 
stakeholders can bring to the table. This is perhaps not well recognised in the fisheries sector. 
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What is clear from the literature is that there is a general consensus that improved stakeholder 
engagement is required for the future governance of common pool resource management, 
including both forestry and fisheries.  
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6BMarion Dreyer, Ortwin Renn 

1. 7BIntroduction 

With the 2002 reform of the EU’s Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) ‘participation’ has gained 
significantly in importance as a principle of ‘good governance’ in European Union (EU) 
policy debates, documents and regulation concerning fisheries management. The new 
emphasis on participation is not specific to EU policy but can be found in many national, 
regional and international fisheries policies. Gray (2005) asserts that there is an increasing 
emphasis on the “participatory mode of fisheries governance” across the world which he sees 
rooted foremost in the failure of the other two main governance modes, the still dominant 
“hierarchical mode” and the “market mode”.  
 
The challenges of how to put the noble goal of participation in knowledge production and/or 
decision-making in fisheries governance into practice still demands more attention, focused 
discussion and careful explanation, as stressed, for instance, by Hawkins (2007, p.7). Among 
the challenges that feature prominently in current European level discussions about the new 
participatory policy under the revised CFP are the integration of scientific analysis or, in a 
wider perspective, of knowledge production (including practical, local, and experiential 
knowledge) with deliberation in a stakeholder setting and the role that the newly established 
Regional Advisory Councils (RACs) should/could play in this endeavour.  
 
One of the main objectives of the JAKFISH project is to investigate the potential of 
‘participatory modelling’ as a tool for participation in science, i.e. for involving non-scientists 
in the production and use of scientific knowledge informing decision-making. JAKFISH 
explicitly aims to both useF

10
F and further develop this participatory methodF

11
F. 

 
Stakeholder participation in fisheries modelling processes is a relatively new approach in 
Europe. It is foremost an object of research, not an approved method. Recent research on 
fisheries management systems has indicated that there is some hope connected with the 
development of this participatory method. Focus group research carried out within the 
EFIMAS projectF

12
F has shown that stakeholders in the fisheries field view increased 

accessibility of the overall modelling process as a way to improve the legitimacy of modelling 
results among stakeholders and the wider public (Degnbol et al. 2007, 6). Computer 
modelling has long been the central analytical method used for producing the scientific advice 
informing the Common Fisheries Policy. On the side of many stakeholders, however, there 
has been considerable scepticism towards the validity of the models used, specifically of 
individual fish stock assessments based on Virtual Population Analysis models (Ibid.). The 
focus group participants regarded greater access to the modelling process as one way to meet 
this challenge. Greater access would allow stakeholders to judge the validity of the model 
themselves and engage in the debate about their usefulness and continued development. 
Specific suggestions on how to ensure accessibility apparently did not explicitly include direct 

                                                 
10 Participatory modelling will be explored in four case studies: North Sea Nephrops fisheries; Herring in 

Skagerrak, Kattegat and the Western Baltic; Herring in the Baltic Sea; Swordfish in the Medterranean. 
11 It is one major objective of the JAKFISH project to both examine and develop tools, practices and institutions 

that facilitate participatory modelling and decision-making in fisheries policies. 
12 EFIMAS is short for “Evaluating scientific advice and decision-making processes in fisheries management 

systems” and an EU project funded under the 6th Framework Programme; see 
HUhttp://ec.europa.eu/research/fp6/ssp/efimas_en.htmUH. The focus group research was targeted at the 
commercial fish harvesting sector, the onshore fish processing sector, women in fisheries, marine 
conservation groups, and local-level government fisheries managers (Degnbol et al. 2007). 
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involvement into the construction and use of modelsF

13
F. However, the focus group participants 

were generally positive towards new approaches of fisheries science to open up for dialogue, 
for example at the modelling steps of data collection, formulation of basic assumptions, 
choice of variables, and evaluation of model outcomes (Degnbol 2007, p. 6).  
 
The JAKFISH project refers to participatory modelling as the “process whereby scientists and 
stakeholders jointly develop flexible and transparent models” (see JAKFISH self-portrayal 
poster; emphasis added). It expects this collaboration to have potential to enhance “a common 
understanding of the current biological, fishery and management issues, of their potential 
risks for the stock and the fisheries (including socio-economic aspects), and of the way to 
apprehend them within the current management frame” (Rescan & Clausen 2009). This 
expectation corresponds to the argumentation in the pertinent literature that participatory 
modelling can facilitate creating a shared vision of complex environmental or natural resource 
problems among scientific experts, policy-makers and stakeholders, that it can solicit input 
from a wide diversity of stakeholders, and that it can help to maintain substantive and 
structured dialogue between members of these groups (e.g., Costanza and Ruth 1998, p. 185; 
van den Belt, 2004; Antunes, Santos & Videira 2006; cp. also van Asselt & Rijkens-Klomp 
2002, p. 172, for a brief portrayal of participatory modelling as a method of participation). 
 
The project’s approach to applying participatory modelling in its own research is exploratory. 
The case studies in which the involvement of stakeholders in the modelling process is being 
explored (see fn. 1) do only partly follow a common approach; the respective modelling 
exercise is opened up to stakeholders in varied ways. This flexible approach has been chosen 
because relatively little is still known about what might constitute best practice in 
participatory modelling methods for natural resource governance. The objective of the 
JAKFISH project is to learn about basic requirements (procedural, structural) to exploit the 
assumed potential of active involvement of stakeholders in the modelling process. 
 
The project also aims to take advantage of experiences gained in other areas of natural 
resource governance. The purpose of this paper is to present insights that the authors have 
drawn from a review of studies concerned with participatory modelling techniques in water 
resources and river basin management. This is the structure of the paper: In the following 
section we will describe the relevance of participatory modelling as an approach to 
stakeholder involvement in this field of natural resource governance. In the third section we 
will present an overview of those issues that the body of literature reviewed identifies as 
central in regard to further developing and effectively using this participatory method. In the 
fourth section we will then outline some conceptual considerations provided by this research 
in regard to the question of how to incorporate dealing with uncertainty in participatory water 
managementF

14
F. Finally, we will conclude by summarising key aspects that require careful 

consideration when aiming at developing and using participatory modelling in fisheries 
governance.  

                                                 
13 The EFIMAS focus group report mentions these specific suggestions: “not making the models more complex 

than necessary, being transparent about the research process, basic assumptions, variable etc., and mediating 
this in ways that are intelligible to outsiders and relate to everyday life” (Degnbol et al. 2007, p. 6). 

14 It is one major objective of the JAKFISH project to develop tools and practices for addressing uncertainty and 
complexity in model-supported fisheries governance.  
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2. 8BNew emphasis on participation in water resources and river basin 
management 

Water and river basin management is another area of natural resource management where 
public participation has considerably gained in significance in European policy and research 
from the mid 1990s onwards (Videira et al. 2009; Patel & Stel 2004; Pahl-Wostl 2002). Since 
2000, European water resources management is being defined by the EU Water Framework 
Directive (WFD)F

15
F. Public participation in water management is a key component of the 

WFD and one of the core obligations that it foresees. The Directive requires Member States to 
actively involve all interested parties in all aspects of the implementation of the Directive. The 
WFD explicates, that such involvement is particularly required in the production, review and 
updating of the River Basin Management Plans (RBMP)F

16
F. Article 14 of the WFD 

specifically prescribes consultation of the public, including users, in three steps of the 
planning process. The Member States are required to invite comments on: the timetable and 
work programme for the production of the RBMP; an interim overview of the significant 
water management issues identified in the river basin; and draft copies of the RBMP (WFD 
Art. 14 (1)). The stated key rationale for undertaking public participation in the WFD process 
is to ensure that the environmental objectives of water management are effectively 
implemented and achievedF

17
F.  

 
At the global scale, public participation constitutes a common paradigm of approaches to 
integrated water resources management (IWRM) (GWP-TAC 2000; Jakeman et al. 2006, p. 
14). Within the past three decades IWRM has developed into the “orthodoxy in water 
resources management” (Jeffrey & Gearey 2006, p. 2). The management concept which seeks 
to address simultaneously the two complex challenges of sustainable development and cross-
sectoral planning (Ibid.) is based on the Dublin Principles, so called because they were 
adopted from the 1992 International Conference on Water and the Environment in Dublin 
(ICWE 1992)F

18
F. Among the numerous international declarations that mention public 

participation as a key element of IWRM, the Dublin Statement, second principle, is probably 
the most prominent. It reads, “Water development and management should be based on a 
participatory approach, involving users, planners and policy-makers at all levels” (Ibid.). The 

                                                 
15 Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a 

framework for Community action in the field of water policy. OJ L327, 22.12.2000. 
16 The WFD established a framework for sustainable and integrated water management in the EU, with the 

objective of achieving good status of all EU waters by 2015. The River Basin Management Plans and the 
Programmes of Measures (both due to be adopted by December 2009) are the main tools to achieve this 
objective. Article 14(1) of the WFD states: „Member States shall encourage the active involvement of all 
interested parties in the implementation of this Directive, in particular in the production, review and 
updating of the river basin management plans”. 

17 Preamble 14 of the WFD states that public participation will contribute to the overall success of the Directive, 
and Preamble 46 further underlines the importance of properly informing the general public in order to 
facilitate their participation in the planning process. The WFD’s Common Implementation Strategy (CIS) 
document on public participation specifies the potential of public participation in terms of several possible 
benefits: increased public awareness; improved use of stakeholder knowledge and experience; enhanced 
public acceptance through decision-making processes that are more transparent; less litigation and more 
effective implementation; social learning through more constructive dialogue between all relevant actors 
(EU Water Directors 2002, p. 21). 

18 The Dublin principles were a key input into the Agenda 21 recommendations (Chapter 18 on freshwater 
resources) adopted at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de 
Janeiro 1992. In the late 1990s these so-called Dublin-Rio principles were restated and elaborated at major 
international water conferences and at the “Rio +5” follow-up meeting of the UN Commission on 
Sustainable Development (CSD). 
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2000 Global Water Partnership document on IWRMF

19
F presenting an elaborate version of this 

principle emphasises that participation was more than consultation and required that a wide 
diversity of stakeholders had an impact on decisions at different levels of water management 
(GWP-TAC 2000, p. 16). 
 
As in other areas of natural resource management including fisheries this official recognition 
at the European and global level does not imply that there is a ‘standard practice’ in public 
participation emerging in decision making and the wider governance processes. Instead, 
participation in practice varies considerably in terms of the purpose(s) of participation 
envisaged, the methods and tools used and in the degree to which participation is sought, and 
it is often of a rather exploratory nature (cp. Mostert 2006). While there is intention to learn 
from the experiences gained in areas such as Environmental Impact Assessment, there is 
simultaneously the belief that the most appropriate method of participation in each case needs 
to take account of the wider context including social, political and cultural factors (GWP-
TAC 2000, p. 55). 
 
By establishing an approach to water management based on river basins and cooperation 
among Member States and by setting multiple objectives for the river basin (ecological status, 
quantitative status, chemical status and protected area objectives), the WFD has increased the 
demand for an extended stakeholder involvement which includes balancing of the interests 
and preferences of various groups. It has been critically noted that the European WFD does 
provide only minimal guidance on the type of participatory processes that could and should be 
used in a more elaborate participatory programme (see for instance, Hare et al. 2003, p. 63). 
The Directive’s requirement that Member States “shall encourage active involvement of all 
interested parties” (WFD Art. 14 (1)) appears to suggest processes with the potential to 
empower inputs from different social actors thereby going beyond the “elicitation of 
responses to pre-formed proposals” (i.e. mere consultation activities, cp. Stirling 2006, p. 4F

20
F) 

and public access to background documents (Kallis 2007, p. 8.). However, the WFD does not 
specify and explicitly mandate such public engagement and leaves the question of what could 
be levels and types of “active involvement” openF

21
F. In practice, in any case, public 

participation has been organised in most part (or even solely) as consultation activities as 
shown by a review of the WFD public involvement processes in river basin management 
carried out by Member States up to December 2008 (Kampa, Dworak, Berglund et al. 2009, 
9; see also Kampa, Dworak, Grandmougin et al. 2009). The most frequent tool applied during 
these consultations on the RBMP documents were websites. A more direct involvement, e.g. 
in the scoping of the resource management problems and the assessment studies, in the 
production and use of scientific knowledge or in actual decision-making, is not reported in the 
review (cp. also Videira et al. 2003). 
 
Practical implementation of the WFD is not only a challenge in terms of public involvement, 
it is a challenge of knowledge production as well. The WFD demands integration of 

                                                 
19 The Global Water Partnership was founded in 1996 by the World Bank, the United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP), and the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA) to foster integrated water 
resources management. The network is open to all organisations involved in water resources management 
and has become active in over 70 countries (HUhttp://www.gwpforum.org/servlet/PSP?chStartupName=_aboutUH; 
accessed on 20 August 2009). 

20 Stirling contrasts these activities with “symmetrical two-way deliberation” with the potential to empower 
contributions from a diversity of social groups (2006, p.4). 

21 The EU has made this question the subject of European-wide research projects. One example of such research 
undertakings is the HarmoniCOP project (“Harmonising Collaborative Planning”) funded under the 5th EU 
Framework Programme (2002-2005) aimed at increasing the understanding of participatory river basin 
management planning in Europe; see www.harmonicop.info. 
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groundwater, surface water, ecological and economic aspects of water management at the 
river basin scale and the study of impacts of alternative management measures intended to 
improve the basin’s ecological status. These requirements have reinforced discussions in 
European research circles about the use of models as tools for water resources management 
and about the promises and challenges of shifting towards a more sophisticated, integrated 
kind of modelling that could enable comprehension of the complexity arising from the WFD’s 
approach of integrated managementF

22
F (Letcher & Bromley 2006; Dørge, J. & Windolf, J. 

2003; Wasson, J.-G. et al. 2003; Rekolainen et al. 2003 ; Refsgaard et al. 2005, p. 1201; cp. 
also Smith Korfmacher 2001). 
 
More recent research in and beyond Europe addresses both challenges by dealing with the 
question of what possibilities the growing importance of models as tools in science informing 
policies for integrated water resources management holds for stakeholder participation. The 
idea presented in this literature, still small in size, is to open up to non-scientists what has 
conventionally been the exclusive domain of expert modellers (i.e. people with training and 
experience in the analysis and formal representation of systems) and considered a scientific-
technical input into the policy and management process: modelling in general and the 
construction of models in particular. ‘Participatory modelling’ is considered an innovative 
mode of knowledge production and use in water resource management (and other areas of 
natural resource management including fisheries) where models do not simply serve 
theoretical or heuristic purposes but are intended as decision support tools and increasingly 
gain in importance in this function. The literature about water resources management that we 
have sifted through indicates that participatory modelling has been and is being used 
predominantly as a method in applied research into participatory water management; we did 
not find cases in Europe where this participatory approach has actually been used in water 
management decision-making (cp. Hare et al. 2006, p. 178). Therefore it is not lessons 
extracted from research into actual decision-making practice that this paper can offer. Instead 
it presents insights gained from a review of studies concerned with the use of participatory 
modelling in applied research. We have drawn from this literature some aspects that require 
careful consideration in designing a process that aims at effectively linking modelling with 
stakeholder participation.  

3. 9BLinking modelling with stakeholder participation 

Modelling endeavours are usually part of larger processes of (participatory) natural resource 
management. Devising a modelling process with involvement of stakeholders requires careful 
consideration and proper specification of the purpose of both the modelling exercise and the 
involvement of stakeholders in this exercise as well as of the implications of matching the two 
for the design of the participatory process. Literature about the use of models in water 
resources management provides assistance to this task by distinguishing between different 
purposes that a modelling exercise might envisage, by specifying different phases of a 
modelling endeavour (embracing model building and use) at which stakeholders could be 
involved, and by pointing out how the timing of participation is linked to the degree to which 
stakeholders can influence model-based knowledge output. In the present section we will first 
present these conceptual considerations which are informed by empirical analyses of which, 

                                                 
22 Models have been applied in water resources management to consider groundwater and surface water 

management, water pollution, land degradation and erosion, and resource allocation. Considerable research 
efforts are currently concentrated on dealing with the question of how these different models and 
disciplinary approaches to water management could be better integrated and linked with stakeholder 
participation in the assessment of natural resource management issues (Letcher & Bromley 2006, 287ff.).  
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as indicated already above, few exist so farF

23
F. Then it will set out some insights about main 

challenges in using participatory modelling that were gained through using this (flexible) 
method in applied research into participatory water management. 
 

24B3.1.  Specification of the purpose of modelling 
The body of literature dealing with participatory modelling does not identify one best method 
to conduct such an exercise. Participatory modelling rather appears as a flexible method with 
several techniques available to guide the process including, for instance, conceptual and 
formal (computer-based) modelling. When designing a participatory modelling process, there 
is the basic requirement to consider which role the model(s) will play in the process. In the 
context of natural resource governance model construction and use generally may serve one 
or more of the following main purposes (drawing on Letcher & Bromley 2006, pp. 289ff.)F

24
F:  

- Knowledge integration and advancement 

- Prediction (or forecastingF

25
F)  

- Management and decision making 

- Collective learning 

Models are often developed to integrate complex information across multiple levels of 
variables in order to advance scientific understanding of the nature of a specific resource 
problem. Frequently, they are built in a dynamic system perspective and summarise and 
integrate available knowledge about the different components of a system in order to improve 
understanding of the entire system and the way it may respond to changes in system drivers. 
These models are designed as research tools and are typically accessible to experts only (i.e. 
modellers, typically individuals with training and experience in the analysis and formal 
representation of systems, and other researchers) (Letcher & Bromley 2006, p. 290). 
 
While research models seek to improve understanding of effects of changes in system drivers 
or inputs on the system outputs, predictive models are intended to use this knowledge and 
empirical data derived from historical observations for providing an estimate of the value of 
the system output in a specified time periodF

26
F. Predictive models developed as tools for 

assisting the scientific research process are usually the exclusive domain of experts as are 
models built for knowledge advancement generally. 
 
Models developed for assistance in management and decision-making are usually expected to 
have strong predictive power. So-called decision-support models are typically intended to 
differentiate carefully (with the highest possible level of accuracy) between the effects of 
alternative policy or management options. They may be based on simulation and conceived to 
address ‘what if’ type questions or optimisation based and intended to identify one best option 
under given objectives (Letcher & Bromley 2006, p. 290). In the latter cases in particular, the 
                                                 
23 A very useful first overview of these conceptual issues that motivated our studies of the part of the literature 

about participatory modelling dealing with these issues was provided by Matt Hare in his presentation 
“Participatory Modelling – by whom and for what purpose?”at the JAKFISH international expert workshop 
on “Participatory Modelling in Natural Resource Governance” (18-19 June 2008, Haigerloch, Germany).  

24 For a similar but slightly different analytical distinction of model purposes see Brugnach & Pahl-Wostl 2007. 
25 Forecasting differs from prediction in so far as it refers to predicting the value of a system output in future 

time periods, without knowledge of the values of system inputs in those periods; prediction relies on historic 
observations (Letcher & Bromley 2006, p. 289). 

26 Letcher & Bromley (2006, p. 289) define prediction as follows: „Prediction involves estimating the value 
(quantitative or qualitative) of a system output in a specified time period, using knowledge of the system 
inputs in the same time period”.  
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model is required to provide accurate estimates of changes in system outputs in response to 
changes in system drivers or inputs. A development area of increasing importance is the 
involvement of stakeholders in the use of such models, mainly in the design of the ‘what if’ 
scenarios and in the evaluation of the management options in the light of their performance in 
the different simulated scenarios. 
 
Another progressively more important development area is the use of models in support of 
collective learning and reflection among a group of individuals, in particular in their role as 
(stakeholder) group representatives. There are first models developed by professional model 
builders to satisfy this purpose. Agent-based models belong to this model approach. They 
shall provide individuals with the opportunity to learn about and experiment with the way in 
which a system may work and the way in which their actions may interact with actions of 
other individuals or groups to produce system outcomes (cp. Letcher & Bromley 2006, p. 
290). There is, second, the approach to use the process of model construction to built capacity 
among those with a stake in the resource management issue. A widely noticed concept 
representing this approach is ‘mediated modelling’.  
 
Mediated modelling denotes a process whereby stakeholdersF

27
F jointly develop a simulation 

model about a specific problem drawing on the principles of system dynamics. Usually, this 
collaboration takes place in a series of modelling workshops with support by a facilitator who 
makes use of system dynamics software to conduct the model building process during the 
workshops (van den Belt et al. 1998; van den Belt 2004; Videira et al. 2004; Antunes et al. 
2006). The body of literature about mediated modelling characterises this tool as a 
particularly useful method for scoping out a complex problem (by identification of system 
ontology, problems, causes, consequences and solutions) and consensus building among 
diverse interests (Ibid.). Models at the scoping level shall help to understand dynamic 
behaviour patterns, rather than attempt to make precise predictions (van den Belt 2004; 
Sandker, M. et al. 2008; Kallis et al. 2006, p. 220). They are models of high generality usually 
with many values and relationships that are “’estimates’, ’guesstimates’ or assumptions to 
further the discussion in terms of ‘what if’ - scenarios” (Antunes et al. 2006, p. 49). These 
scoping models may be further developed into more detailed and complex research or 
management models. A central argumentation is that models built in a system dynamics 
perspective help to develop a holistic view of the respective problem. This holistic view may 
facilitate creation of a shared vision of the problem which may in turn foster mutual 
understanding between science, management professionals and stakeholders (van den Belt 
2004; van Asselt & Rijkens-Klomp 2002).  
 

25B3.2. Timing of participation in the modelling process 
Clarity about the purpose of model building and use is needed to reflect on and determine in 
which activities and stages of the modelling exercise stakeholders will be involvedF

28
F and for 

                                                 
27 This is the way in which the literature about mediated modelling distinguishes this concept from the ‘group 

model building’ concept which emerged in system dynamics in the early 1960s (Vennix 1999; Rouwette et 
al. 2002) and provided the grounds on which the younger concept developed: while group model building 
refers to a process whereby merely members of a client organisation (historically, model users were typically 
people from a private business) are involved in a system dynamics modelling effort, mediated modelling 
denotes a process including a broad range of stakeholders (e.g. in industry, government, non-governmental 
organisations, academia) (Antunes et al. 2006, p. 46).  

28 A useful differentiation of modelling stages and sub-activities to which stakeholders can make a contribution 
is proposed by Bots & van Daalen (2008). The authors limit themselves to the basic distinction between 
model construction and model use (p. 397) to which we have added a third distinction which is model 
evaluation. Inspired by Gottschick (2005), they distinguish between five modelling sub-activities (inform 
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what purpose. Devising a participatory modelling exercise requires concrete timing of 
stakeholder involvement. There is no common agreement in the literature which form of 
participation in the modelling process should be labelled as ‘participatory modelling’. Often 
the term is used to refer to the active involvement of model-users or stakeholders in the 
modelling process itself, i.e. in model construction. Within model construction it is possible 
that participants provide information (relevant data or knowledge, e.g. through interviews) for 
the modeller to build the model. They may also actually model themselves, i.e. make 
decisions (or co-decide together with expert modellers) on the design of the model (cp. van 
Asselt & Rijkens-Klomp 2002, p. 172; Bots & van Daalen 2008, p. 397). Stakeholders may 
act as (co-)designers and/or information providers for the formulation of conceptual 
(qualitative) models (by identifying respectively informing the identification of the main 
variables characterizing a dynamic problem and the causal links established between them 
applying, e.g., causal-loop diagramming) or formal models (by estimating respectively 
informing the estimation of parameters, initial conditions and behaviour relationships that 
need to be specified precisely in computer models based on quantitative system dynamics and 
simulation)F

29
F, or both if the former are developed to serve as an early stage in the construction 

of the latter. In these cases, system component structures (e.g. stock and flow diagrams) are 
developed from conceptual models and then functional forms are specified and parameters 
and behavioural relationships numerically estimated. To involve stakeholders as model 
designers does not mean necessarily to give every model decision over to them or include 
them at the earliest stage of model construction. In the case of modelling of biocomplexity in 
the Tisza River Basin (TRB), for instance, causal loop diagramming was applied by expert 
modellers and other researchers in advance of collaboration with stakeholders (Sendzimir et 
al. 2007a; Sendzimir et al. 2007b). The purpose of this “preliminary modeling” (Sendzimir et 
al. 2007a, p. 608) was to prepare for facilitating discussion during group modelling exercises 
for actors and stakeholders in the TRBF

30
F. The plan is to improve the causal loop diagram in 

such a participatory process and to use the refined conceptual model to build formal models 
for exploring the relative strengths with which different interactions affect system dynamics 
(Ibid.). 
 
In a broader perspective, the linkage of modelling with participation can also refer to the 
indirect involvement of stakeholders in the modelling process. One way of indirect 
involvement is participation in model evaluation when stakeholders are asked to review the 
model’s design in a process which would correspond to what has been called an extended peer 
review, denoting a process whereby the quality of the knowledge inputs to policy issues are 
assessed (Functowicz & Ravetz 1990; van der Sluijs 2002). The demand that stakeholders 
should be able to understand and review the various model assumptions and their implications 
for the modelling results has been described as an important trend in water resources 
management (Refsgaard et al. 2005, pp. 1201-1202). One main reason stated for the 
reasonableness of involving stakeholders in model evaluation – also stated for involving them 
in model construction already – is that models are not (fully) based on factual objective 

                                                                                                                                                         
model construction; make modelling decisions; provide inputs for model use; use computer model; act in 
gaming simulation; Ibid.) which have basically informed the distinction of sub-activities that we propose in 
table 1. 

29 For the distinction between conceptual and formal models see for instance Vennix et al. 1994 and Ford & 
Sterman 1998. 

30 The authors refer here to Vennix (1996) who argues that it is beneficial to the pace and depth of participatory 
modelling processes when meetings with stakeholders are both preceded and followed by meetings among 
the modellers. The idea is that modellers in an anticipatory exercise broadly explore the potential of various 
alternative models and devise a draft model that is improved by the group of stakeholders in a number of 
feedback rounds, each preceded by an effort of the modellers to refine the original model in response to the 
stakeholders inputs (Sendzimir et al. 2007, p. 601). 
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scientific knowledge but are laden with (more or less implicit) judgments and choices and 
thus depend on assumptions and priorities of those doing the modelling. Therefore, models 
should not be treated as merely technical inputs to the management and policy process. 
Instead, modelling should be understood as a social as well as a technical process (cp. for 
instance, Smith Korfmacher 2001; van der Sluijs et al. 2005). The concept of interactions 
between the modelling process and the water management process proposed by Refsgaard et 
al. (2007) envisions the possibility of a continuous involvement of stakeholders in review 
dialogue processes throughout the modelling process. The concept envisages at each step of 
the main modelling processF

31
F assessment of the quality of results through internal and 

external reviews “that also provide platforms for dialogues between water manager, modeller, 
reviewer and, often, stakeholders/public” (Ibid., p. 1545). Whether stakeholders would 
directly contribute to the review or only act as observers, for instance, is considered as 
dependent on the level of public participation in a specific case (Ibid.). 
 
Another way of indirect involvement is inviting stakeholders to provide inputs for model use 
in form of scenarios or policy/management options (co-)developed by the stakeholders 
themselves, or in form of knowledge to test the causal logic of these inputs. In the IRMA-
SPONGE project dealing with the development of flood management strategies for the Rhine 
and Meuse basinsF

32
F, experiential and contextual knowledge of stakeholders was used to test 

the causal logic of scenarios which were developed top-down by the researchers. This was 
done “both ex-ante through storylines developed by stakeholders as well as ex-post through 
stakeholder evaluation of the scenarios” (van Asselt et al. 2001, p. 176)F

33
F. Within model use, 

stakeholders may also be asked to actually run model simulations and jointly explore, discuss 
and interpret the outputs that result from the alternative scenarios or policy options which can 
be tested in isolation of as packages generated by stakeholders (Brown Gaddis et al. 2007, p. 
621; Bots & van Daalen 2008, p. 397). In the case of applying a participatory modelling 
approach to two villages in a watershed in northern Thailand, for instance, stakeholders were 
not involved in model construction but directly confronted with the model by assessing its 
assumptions (i.e. they got involved at the stage of model evaluation) and by suggesting 
scenarios and interpreting simulation results (Becu et al. 2008). Finally, stakeholders could be 
involved in decision-making on management or policy measures being informed by the 
results and interpretations of the model run.  

 

It is a central feature of the approaches of group-model building and mediated modelling both 
using system dynamics and companion modelling using multi-agent simulation (see e.g. Becu 
et al. 2008), that users or stakeholders participate in both the construction of the model and its 
use (input provision and output interpretation). The idea underlying these approaches 
corresponds with Sterman’s (1994, p. 320) assertion that “To learn […] participants must 
become modelers, not merely players in a simulation” (quoted in Rouwette et al. 2002, p. 32). 
It is also possible, however, that stakeholders use a pre-existing model developed solely by 
outside expert modellers. In this case, they do not inform the science of the model itself, the 
model typically is a black box to them. Involvement of stakeholders already in the model-
design is a controversial issue in the body of literature about participatory modelling. On the 
                                                 
31 It conceives data and conceptualisation, model set-up, and calibration and validation as the three basic steps of 

the main modelling process. These are preceded by model study plan (step 1 of the modelling process) and 
followed by simulation and evaluation (step 5 of the modelling process). 

32 The IRMA-SPONGE Umbrella Programme involves a number of projects researching flood risk management 
issues along the Rivers Rhine and Meuse. It is financed partly by the European INTERREG Rhine-Meuse 
Activities (IRMA), and managed by the Netherlands Centre for River Studies (NCR) (http://www.irma-
sponge.org/). 

33 See point 4 of this paper for a more detailed description of the scenario analysis approach of this project.  
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benefits side, there is joint learning of affected stakeholders about the complex system they 
are in (van den Belt 2004, p. 3). Moreover, stakeholders are empowered to use the model and 
to interpret its results. Creation of a sense of co-ownership of the model might make them 
more willing to take model results seriously into account and to reach a group consensus on 
how to interpret them (Olsson & Andersson 2007). On the downside, the greater amount of 
time required to develop the model have been noted (in particular if all modelling choices are 
open to discussion) (Becu et al. 2008, p. 507) and the necessary limitations to the degree of 
complexity and sophistication in the model (Sandker et al. 2008). Up to now there have been 
only few exercises of using mediated modelling techniques in natural resource and 
environmental management (Antunes et al. 2006, p. 47). One example is a participatory 
modelling process that was conducted in the Baixo Guadiana River Basin, in PortugalF

34
F. The 

case study aimed at investigating the potential of participatory modelling techniques for 
supporting the active involvement of stakeholder groups in the scoping of river basin 
problems, pressures and impacts. The study included a causal mapping exercise resulting in a 
shared view of the river basin’s characteristics and the construction of a computer simulation 
model used for experimentation of alternative management scenarios (Videira et al. 2009; 
Kallis et al. 2006). 
 
The basic modelling stages and their sub-components to which stakeholders can make a 
contribution are summarised in table 1 below. The table shows moreover that the case studies 
about involvement of stakeholders in model construction identify collective learning as the 
main model(-building) purpose, while research contributions dealing with stakeholder 
involvement in model evaluation and use identify management and decision-making as the 
key model purpose.  

 
Direct Involvement 

Key model purpose: 

Collective learning 

Indirect Involvement 
Key model purpose: 

Management and decision-making 

Model construction Model evaluation Model use 
Provide inputs (data, conceptual 
considerations) for model 
construction 

Review choices, assumptions 
and priorities underlying model 
construction (extended peer 
review) 
either only after the model has been 
built, or 

at each sub-step of the main 
modelling process  

 

Provide inputs for model use 
(scenarios and/or policies) 

Make decisions on model 
design 

 Interpret outputs from simulation 
runs  

  Co-decide on policy/ 
management measures 

Table 1:  Stakeholder involvement in modelling 
(drawing on and extending the distinctions proposed by Bots & van Daalen 2008; see fn. 19) 
 
                                                 
34 The case study was conducted as a part of the ADVISOR research project (“Integrated Evaluation for 

Sustainable River Basin Governance”, 2001-2004) which was funded by the European Commission under 
the “Energy, Environment and Sustainable Development” theme of the 5th Framework Research Programme 
(for details see http://ecoman.dcea.fct.unl.pt/projects/advisor/project.htm).  
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26B3.3. Some challenges of using participatory modelling 
 

3.3.1. Lacking links with decision-making processes 

As stated already above, only few exercises of participatory modelling have been carried out 
in water resources management up to now, and they have been used and are being used 
predominantly as a method in applied research into participatory water management. Against 
this background, it has been stressed that there needs to be clarity among researchers and 
participants that “investigative decision-making”F

35
F, i.e. doing research into participatory 

management, is different from organising real decision-making, i.e. participatory management 
processes (Hare et al. 2006, p. 219). Confusion in this respect has been observed in the case of 
a participatory modelling exercise dealing with urban water management in Zurich, 
Switzerland. Here a cognitive mapping technique was used as part of a group model building 
process with the purpose to jointly build an integrated model of stakeholder interaction in city 
water management and discuss on that basis the key problems affecting the city and the 
consequences of particular management strategies. Analysis of this exercise comes to the 
conclusion that lack of clarity about the fact that a research project lacks links with actual 
decision-making may lead to processes by the end of which “participants have lost trust, feel 
exploited or become disappointed” (Hare et al. 2006, p. 218; see also Hare et al. 2003). In 
general (this applies to every participatory exercise), it needs reflection that these lacking 
links – whether made transparent and explicit or not – can have an adverse effect on 
participants’ motivation. In the case of mediated modelling in the Baixo Guadiana River 
Basin, in Portugal, the participation rate decreased dramatically over the three workshops so 
that the quantitative model failed to achieve full potential in terms of involving stakeholders 
in the planning and decision-making process. One hypothesis concerning the causes of the 
negative participation trend holds that participants felt more loosely bound since there was no 
prior commitment from private or public organisations to the implementation of results from 
the participatory exercise (Kallis et al. 2006, p. 223; Videira et al. 2009, p. 973-974). 
 
3.3.2. Unclear roles of researchers and modellers 

When designing a participatory modelling process, it is not only essential to make serious 
efforts to share understanding about the purpose of modelling and participation with all 
participants. There is also a need to share understanding about the roles that any professionals 
included in the exercise are supposed to play. In the Thailand watershed management case, 
lack of clarity of the purpose of the (pre-existing) model and the purpose of the whole 
participatory exercise was connected with confusion about the role of the researchers in the 
process. They were perceived as failing in all of the roles they appeared to play: expert, 
facilitator, problem solver: 

“The role of the researchers was furthermore ambiguous as a researcher was neither a person 
with full knowledge, as participants were asked to reconsider the model’s assumptions, nor 
was he a fully neutral mediator, as he had his own objectives, nor could the researchers 
contribute to the physical implementation of the suggested scenarios” (Becu et al. 2008, p. 
507). 

In the body of literature dealing with participatory modelling there seems to be general 
agreement that there is a need for both in participatory modelling: modelling expertise and 
facilitation expertise. There are different views, however, on whether expert modellers should 
and could serve a both modellers and facilitators. One view is that successful facilitation 
requires special expertise in modelling. Therefore expert modellers are seen as particularly 

                                                 
35 Matt Hare used this term in his presentation at the June 2008 JAKFISH workshop, cp. fn. 14. 
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qualified to perform this task subject to the condition that they remain neutral and avoid 
overly influencing the outcome by restricting themselves to acting as a catalyst for joint 
problem thinking. There is also acknowledgement in this view that certain skills are required 
for acting as a mediator, such as conflict handling and communication, but these could be 
developed by practice (van den Belt 2004). A contrasting view stresses the specialised 
expertise that a good facilitator can bring to a process and that the skill sets for modelling and 
facilitating are very different. While the facilitator is mostly concerned with the process 
(collaboration), the modeller primarily cares about the product (the model itself and/or the 
working of the model); in that sense the modeller is also a stakeholder. In this view, the 
facilitator and modeller roles should be segregated and fulfilled by different individuals 
(Cockerill 2005). While both need to be able to focus on their particular part in the exercise 
they also need to communicate and cooperate with each otherF

36
F. 

 
3.3.3. Need for stakeholder capacity building  

Depending on how familiar stakeholders are with the logic and techniques of modelling and 
thinking in terms of dynamic systems more or less efforts in capacity building are required. 
The above quote also points out the need that stakeholders understand models in general as 
“abstract representations […] of small parts of the world” (Costanza 2003, p. 656), as 
simplifications of reality but not as reality itselfF

37
F, and system dynamics models as having all 

“a tentative and partial character” (Dietz 2004, p. xv) and entailing (unavoidably) numerous 
choices and high degrees of uncertainty. On the basis of this understanding stakeholders 
might develop more realistic views of what expert modellers (and other researchers with 
special expertise in relevant disciplines and topics that might be involved) can contribute to 
the exercise and how models can provide support in dealing with the problem under 
consideration. 
 
A core issue framing many concerns about using models in natural resources management is 
that the models become increasingly complex, a trend which has also been observed in water 
resources management (Refsgaard et al. 2005, 1201). They require so much skill and 
background knowledge that even despite stakeholders’ participation in model building, the 
model to some extent remains a black box. Sandker et al. (2008, p. 2) warn against building 
and using models so complex that they are disincentives to stakeholder involvement and opt 
for “simpler models with more engaged participants”. On the other hand, it has been argued 
that using a simpler model may detract from the credibility of the modelling exercise because 
complexity was often equated with legitimacy (Smith Korfmacher 2001, p. 172). 
 
In many studies the construction and/or use of computer models is describes as a special 
challenge as it requires often more than only basic computing and quantitative skill. In a 
project dealing with water allocation in the Gwydir and Namoi river basins in New South 
Wales, Australia, one tool applied for capacity building were software workshops. The aim of 
the project was to achieve a basic agreement on model assumptions and uses before the 
resulting models were applied for decision-making in these basins. The main purpose of one 
type of software workshop was to teach model building skills in the software platform that 
was applied in the project to State Government agencies and research institutions in order to 
enable these groups to make future modifications to the model. The second workshop type 

                                                 
36 This is a point made by Martin Welp in his presentation “Participatory modelling: From mental models to 
simulations” at the JAKFISH international expert workshop on “Participatory Modelling in Natural Resource 
Governance” (18-19 June 2008, Haigerloch, Germany). 
37 The Thailand watershed management case confirmed that this is a particular challenge that organisers of a 

participatory modelling exercise face (Becu et al. 2008). 
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was targeted at users who were trained in interacting with the models through a reasonably 
user-friendly interface (Hare et al. 2006, p. 211.).  
 
Research on the use of computer-based models for integrated assessment within the EU 
project ULYSSESF

38
F provides some general insights particularly relevant to involvement of 

stakeholders in model use only. Results suggest that non-experts (these were citizens in the 
ULYSSES project, however, the experiences made seem to be relevant also for stakeholder 
involvement) evaluate the usefulness of such models relying on computer tools higher if there 
is amongst others: the possibility to evaluate user-defined policy options; a comprehensible 
and detailed user manual; an understandable model presentation; an interactive and attractive 
user interface; transparency about and comprehensibility of the uncertainties; and an adequate 
model moderation (van der Sluijs 2002, p. 143; van der Sluijs 2001). In terms of capacity-
building, creating and using qualitative models with stakeholders is likely to be less 
challenging. Still, special competencies are required also here, in particular thinking in the 
abstract and usually, thinking in terms of dynamic systems. 
 
3.3.4. Diverse stakeholder perspectives  

Participatory modelling exercises usually need to deal with diverse or even conflicting 
perspectives, interests and preferences. The Swiss case study of urban water management, 
already referred to above, indicates that not in every case it is useful to integrate in a 
conceptual modelling exercise these diverse perspectives (which stakeholders presented 
graphically in individual cognitive maps, so-called ‘mental models’) into a single group 
model. “Merely combining elicited multiple and diverse perspectives from stakeholders into a 
common model may be neither practicable nor meaningful” (Hare et al. 2006, p. 218). It was 
unclear to the researchers themselves what this base model signified: “the views of all the 
stakeholders or none of them?” (Ibid., p. 207). In those cases where the purpose of the 
participatory modelling exercise is collective learning and where the individual models are 
genuinely different, keeping these models separate may be more beneficial. The multiplicity 
of models showing the plurality of views might help to unfold the basis of controversy and 
conflict and foster among the stakeholders mutual understanding and possibly also 
acknowledgement of the hypotheses underlying the individual perspectives. In this sense, 
qualitative modelling has particular potential in dealing with conflicting stakeholder 
perspectives. If the purpose is not merely collective learning but also decision-making 
(investigative or real), the great challenge lies in moving from the family of models to formal 
models that allow exploring alternative scenarios or policy options. 

4. 10BDealing with uncertainty in water resources and river basin management 

Models for water resource management in general and river basin environments with their 
highly complex social-ecological nature in particular are subject to many uncertainties, e.g. 
due to incomplete scientific understanding of the systems’ structure, insufficient data, 
measurement and sampling errors in inputs and calibration data, and natural variability. The 
fact that uncertainties are an intrinsic and for the most part irreducible component of 
modelling in water resources management has been stressed both by European legislation and 
by the body of literature dealing with participatory water resources management. European 

                                                 
38 ULYSSES is short for „Urban Lifestyle, Sustainability and Integrated Environmental Assessment”. The aim of 

the project which was funded under the European Commission’s fourth Framework Programme was to study 
judgements of informed citizens on climate policy and make these judgements available to policy makers. 
To support this process, the citizens were given access to state-of-the-art computer models on environmental 
change; see http://www.pik-potsdam.de/research/past/1994-2000/europa/euro_9.htm. 
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legislation, especially the Water Framework Directive, raises the issue of uncertainty, and 
most of the WFD guidance documents stress that uncertainty analyses should be carried out. 
However, these documents provide only few clues on how uncertainty should be accounted 
for and dealt with (Blind et al. 2006, p. 17; Refsgaard et al. 2005, p. 267), and they use the 
term in an inconsistent manner (Newig et al. 2005). This may be one of the reasons why 
uptake of the new demand to address uncertainties is still low in management practice; rarely, 
water managers ask for inclusion of uncertainty assessments in analyses of data and models 
(Blind et al. 2006, p. 44).  
 
Researchers in the field of uncertainty assessment in integrated water resources management 
have pointed to the need for developing new methodologies and user-friendly tools that can 
facilitate inclusion of dealing with uncertainty in model-supported practical water 
management (e.g. Blind & Refsgaard 2006; Jakeman & Letcher 2003; Refsgaard & Henriksen 
2004). As Blind et al. (2006, p. 18) put it: “Especially in integrated studies, knowledge on 
uncertainty assessments is in its infancy”. This statement is supported by research into the 
views that modellers and outreach professionals have towards models and the ways they 
believe the model should be used to assist policy makers engaged in catchment basin planning 
(Webler and Tuler 2009). In the interviews with these professionals also perspectives on what 
could be appropriate ways to present uncertainty information were inquired. One insight 
gained in this regard is that there is recognition of existing uncertainties but lack of 
knowledge how to assess or compute all of them. “In other words, there is uncertainty about 
the uncertainty” (Webler & Tuler 2009, p. 11). Policy makers and planners demanding 
‘predictive science’ might be another hurdle for integrating dealing with uncertainty in model 
building and use. In the perception of the modellers and outreach professionals interviewed, 
catchment basin planners and policy makers would prefer a point estimate to uncertainty 
ranges (Ibid., p. 11). This could in turn encourage modellers to (continue to) nurse an 
expectation that models are able to produce exact outcomes. Moreover, there are also 
concerns among some of these professionals that uncertainty information, if communicated to 
a broader audience, could produce confusion, discredit the model output, and be used in a 
strategic manner and create space for political conflict (Ibid., pp. 11-12). Several of the 
outreach professionalsF

39
F arguing in favour of uncertainty communication stressed the 

importance of an information format that was easily understood by lay publics. They advised 
against mathematical expressions (such as confidence intervals, error bars, and other 
mathematical expressions of uncertainty) and argued for a qualitative expression of 
uncertainty (such as “quite certain”, for instance) (Ibid., p. 12). While they might have had 
ordinary citizens in mind, this advice could be of relevance also to stakeholders (as suggested 
by the results of the EFIMAS focus group research showing that stakeholders in fisheries 
management often do not have a deeper understanding of quantitative modelling exercises, 
cp. fn. 4). 
 
More recent research dealing with participatory processes in water resources management 
usually refers (in more or less detail) to the importance of investing more effort in developing 
approaches for a systematic and transparent treatment and communication of inconclusive and 
uncertain evidence. There are, however, only few contributions which provide more concrete 
suggestions about how such approaches could look like. A detailed proposal is offered by 
Refsgaard et al. (2007). A major component of their guidance framework for dealing with 
uncertainty in water resources management is the ‘uncertainty matrix’ that Walker et al. 

                                                 
39 These professionals included “state university extension service professionals, regional planners, staff from 

federal and state agencies, and leaders of organisations such as national estuary projects or watershed 
management programs” who “frequently serve in mediating roles between modelers, local decision-makers, 
and publics” (Webler & Tuler 2009, p. 6). 
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(2003) have proposed as a tool to characterise uncertainty in any model-based decision 
support situation and that embraces both quantifiable and non-quantifiable uncertaintiesF

40
F.  

Refsgaard et al. (2007, p. 1552ff.) have underlined the value of applying this conceptual 
framework throughout the modelling process. They propose to critically re-assess the matrix-
guided identification and prioritisation of uncertainties undertaken at the first process step, 
when the model study plan is designed, in each review phase of the subsequent modelling 
stepsF

41
F. This iterative design shall enable that new insights gained in the course of the 

modelling process can be used to revise the a priori analysis of the salient sources of 
uncertainty and to adjust the weights assigned to the different uncertainties. Underlying this 
proposal is a critical view of the widespread practice of doing uncertainty assessment as an 
“’end of pipe’ analysis” (Refsgaard 2007, p. 1544), i.e. after the model has been built, 
calibrated and validated. In this traditional practice, the focus is clearly on statistical 
uncertainty determined by standard techniques of uncertainty quantification, such as 
sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo analysis. Uncertainty-related involvement of 
stakeholders in the modelling process is usually indirect, being restricted to enabling 
stakeholders to understand and review the various assumptions and uncertainties and their 
implications for the model results (cp. Refsgaard et al. 2005, p. 1201). In contrast, Refsgaard 
et al. (2007) take a broader view of uncertainty and consider its assessment an ongoing task in 
the modelling exercise from the very beginning of the modelling exercise and then throughout 
the whole process. It is considered crucial that the identification and characterisation of all 
uncertainty sources are performed jointly by the modeller, the water manager and 
stakeholders in connection with problem definition and identification of modelling objectives. 
At each of the following steps of the modelling process uncertainty treatment could be made 
an issue of the quality control of the preliminary results achieved at the steps (within the 
“review and dialogue” sub-step, see above), in which stakeholders – depending on the role 
that public participation plays in a specific case – might be included in some way. Hence, in 
this view, stakeholders should be involved in the systematic treatment of uncertainties at an 
early stage in a modelling exercise, and ideally also in a continuous manner throughout the 
modelling process. 
 
There is hardly any information about experiences with dealing with uncertainty in 
participatory processes in water resources and river basin management. An examination of 
past water project or plan evaluation cases in five EU members states within the EU 
                                                 
40 The conceptual framework underlying the matrix developed by Walker et al. (2003) classifies uncertainty 

along three dimensions: “its ‘location’ (in which generic locations of the model complex does uncertainty 
manifest itself), its ‘level’ (whether uncertainty can best be described as statistical uncertainty, scenario 
uncertainty or recognised ignorance) and its ‘nature’ (whether uncertainty is primarily due to imperfect 
knowledge or the inherent variability of the described phenomena). The matrix can be combined with other 
tools of uncertainty assessment and characterisation (such as sensitivity analysis and extended peer review) 
so that the crucial uncertainty locations can be identified and their influence on the outcome of model use 
assessed qualitatively or quantitatively. The authors propose the uncertainty matrix as a tool to facilitate both 
diagnosis and dialogue. It can serve as a “scanning tool” (van der Sluijs et al. 2008, p. 4) to identify all 
relevant sources of uncertainty and a scoping mechanism to select among these uncertainties the crucial ones 
that require a more sophisticated uncertainty assessment. Thereby it provides a conceptual framework which 
can help to initiate a structured dialogue about uncertainty between expert advisors, resource managers and 
stakeholders and approach a common understanding of this often intricate challenge. This common 
understanding could considerably facilitate subsequent joint evaluation of management and policy 
implications of the uncertainties faced. Refsgaard et al. 2007 (p. 1554) link the different cells in the 
uncertainty matrix (which they adapt to the context of integrated water resources management) to available 
uncertainty assessment methods suitable for dealing with that particular source and type of uncertainty.  

41 Refsgaard et al. (2007) propose to decompose the modelling process into five major steps: model study plan; 
data and conceptualisation; model set-up; calibration and validation; simulation and evaluation. Steps 2 to 5 
include each as a final substep an assessment of the quality of the results achieved at the respective step 
through internal and external reviews; this substep is referred to as “review and dialogue” (cp. fn. 22). 
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ADVISOR projectF

42
F showed that uncertainties throughout the five cases were not dealt with 

in a systematic and transparent manner; despite lack of reliable data in all cases, uncertainty 
was either not an issue or simply accounted for by calls for further research (Videira et al. 
2007, p. 15, p. 33). Research on the use of participatory modelling methods that we scanned 
provide no or only little information about whether the uncertainty challenge was explicitly 
addressed in the participatory exercise, and if yes, how this was done and perceived by the 
participants. In the case of the Baixo Guadiana (where river basin management issues were 
scoped with participatory modelling, see above), an evaluation of the perceptions of the 
participants regarding the quality of the information used showed that participants would have 
wished more (and possibly also better) communication of uncertainties during the modelling 
workshops: “On the downside, it was found that communication of uncertainties could be 
significantly improved, as the process did not cater for an extensive discussion of knowledge 
and information gaps” (Videira et al. 2009, p. 975). 
 
Still, there is particular potential in the new development area of using models in support of 
collective learning and reflection for a more systematic treatment of uncertainties. Methods 
such as mediated modelling identifying models as learning tools enable a new perspective of 
uncertainty and its meaning for the overall process of model development and application, as 
emphasised by Brugnach & Pahl-Wostl (2007). Uncertainty and ignorance may increasingly 
become a resource to explore the basis of diverse stakeholder views and open room for 
discussion and negotiations among different interest parties (Ibid., p. 108). This can be done, 
for instance, by exploring alternative future scenarios. The results of this exploration can then 
serve as a basis to choose a policy or management strategy that is robustF

43
F under a range of 

possible futures. Scenario analysis provides an alternative to the traditional practice of 
optimising to a single most probable outcome where results are aggregated into an average 
value and uncertainties represented with error bars or statistics. It provides a tool for 
maintaining uncertainty information in the model results and presenting uncertainty 
information in a format which is relatively easy to understand. The set of scenarios inquired 
into may be equally plausible or, in circumstances when different probabilities of occurrence 
are relevant, Bayesian Belief NetworksF

44
F may be used to estimate the likelihood of each 

scenario (Langsdale 2008, p. 26). The IRMA-SPONGE project, in which natural scientific 
water experts collaborated with social scientists in the attempt to incorporate uncertainties in 
future flood management strategies in the Rhine and Meuse basins, is an exceptional case in 
so far as the development of scenarios for land use, climate change and management style was 
informed by social scientific insights and arguments (van Asselt et al. 2001; Middelkoop et al. 
2000). Using the so-called Perspectives Method (Rotmans & De Vries 1997) the researchers 
established a limited set of coherent integrated scenarios aimed to account for the plurality in 
perspectives with regard to climate and socio-economic developments. The basic rationale of 
this method is that the large uncertainties around future conditions provide the opportunity for 
“numerous valid interpretations of how social, economic and environmental processes 
evolve” (van Asselt et al. 2001, p. 8). Drawing on a heuristic of Cultural Theory (Douglas & 
Wildavsky 1982; Thompson et al. 1990; Schwarz & Thompson 1990), the project team 
clustered these subjective interpretations of uncertainties into a limited number of 

                                                 
42 See fn. 22; in these cases, participation was however limited to compliance with existing regulations (Videira 

et al. 2007, p. 23). 
43 Robust strategies are generally defined as strategies that are flexible towards the future in that they are able to 

accommodate changing conditions. They are “strategies that remain valid even if the assumptions on which 
they were based change (van Asselt et al. 2001, p. 7). It is an essential feature of these strategies that they 
explicitly deal with uncertainties and include their analysis in strategy formulation (Ibid.). 

44 Bayesian Belief Networks characterise the cause-effect relationships in a system using conditional 
probabilities (Henriksen & Barlebo 2008; Mäntyniemi 2006). 
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‘perspectives’F

45
F including particular worldviews and management styles. They developed 

scenarios for different combinations of these worldviews and management stylesF

46
F and used 

these as tools in the attempt to define water management strategies that are robust under 
uncertainty. As already mentioned above, experiential and contextual knowledge of 
stakeholders was used to test the causal logic of the scenarios which were established by the 
researchers in a top-down manner. The researchers report a positive experience with this type 
of stakeholder involvement in the context of scenario analysis (van Asselt et al. 2001, p. 176). 

5. 11BSummary of results 

According to Dietz (2004, p. xv), the challenge for the twenty-first century becomes how to 
link science with our quest for competent and fair governance processes. In natural resource 
governance research, there are increasingly contributions which discuss the potential of 
participatory modelling techniques to serve as a flexible and innovative tool for meeting this 
challenge by marrying modelling – as a way in which scientific analysis enters the process of 
decision-support – with stakeholder involvement. In this paper, we have reviewed this 
discussion in the body of literature about participatory water management. In many parts of 
the world the trend in the past one and a half decades has been to base water management 
decisions to a greater extent on modelling exercises, and to use and aim to develop more 
complex and sophisticated models, a trend which is emerging since some time also in the 
fisheries management field. In Europe, this trend in water management is likely to be fuelled 
by the EU Water Framework Directive. This new legislation requires an integrated 
management of groundwater, surface water, ecological and economic aspects at the river 
basin scale, and demands the study of impacts of alternative management measures aimed at 
improving the ecological status in the river basin. Public participation is one of the core 
obligations that the WFD foresees and a common paradigm of approaches to integrated water 
resources management at the global scale. 

The literature review has shown that experiences in combining modelling and participation 
in the context of water management are still restricted to a few exercises. Overall we found, 
that participatory modelling has been and is being used predominantly as a method in applied 
research into participatory water management; we did not find cases in Europe where this 
participatory approach has actually been used in water management decision-making. The 
majority of the participatory modelling research exercises have served the purpose of scoping 
a complex water management problem and creating a shared vision of this problem in a group 
of diverse stakeholders. Underlying this particular approach to participatory modelling – 
usually referred as the ‘mediated modelling’– is the view that models are not merely tools 
assisting in identifying best management options or the most robust management strategies 
but also instruments of collective learning about the dynamics of a complex problem and 
consensus-building about the pros and cons of alternative options to manage this problem. 
This view has gained in importance in the past years in the literature about integrated water 
resources management.  

The scoping models to be built by a group of stakeholders in a mediated modelling exercise 
are typically characterised as models of high generality usually with many values and 
relationships that are estimates or assumptions to promote the discussion in terms of ‘what if’ 
- scenarios. It is stressed that the scoping models may be further developed into more detailed 
and complex management models the benefits of which are still discussed at the theoretical 
                                                 
45 A perspective is defined as “a consistent description of the perceptual screen through which people interpret 

the world, and which guides them in acting” (Middelkoop et al. 2000, p. 8). Three extreme stereotypical 
perspectives were distinguished: the hierarchist, the egalitarian and the individualist. 

46 The scenarios were used as input for a set of hydrological simulation models (van Asselt et al. 2001, pp. 174-
176). 
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level. Key arguments put forward in favour of using such management models in decision-
making are that these models have higher levels of legitimacy and stakeholder acceptance, 
and that this will lead to a higher degree of compliance with the policies derived from the 
models. Argumentation that stakeholder involvement in constructing a scoping model can 
improve the quality of the model and the decisions informed by an elaborated version of this 
model is part but not highly prominent in the mediated modelling literature. References to the 
value of incorporating experiential and contextual knowledge of stakeholders in the modelling 
process typically originate from research contributions dealing with aspects of participatory 
modelling at a more general level and relate to model use. This line of argumentation stresses 
the valuable contributions that stakeholders can provide to the development of causally 
logical scenarios and realistic policy options as inputs for model use or to the evaluation of 
pre-defined options in these terms. 

From the body of literature reviewed we have identified the following issues as central to 
developing and effectively using participatory modelling techniques in the domain of fisheries 
governance. A fundamental requirement for a careful design of a participatory modelling 
process in natural resource governance is clarification of the purpose of the modelling 
exercise and the timing and purpose of stakeholder involvement. Clarity about these 
components is essential for reflection and decision-making about the specific processes and 
tools of participation to be used. Drawing on the distinctions offered by the literature on 
modelling in natural resource governance, we have proposed to distinguish between the main 
model purposes of knowledge integration and advancement; prediction; management and 
decision-making; and collective learning. In the case studies of participatory water 
management that were part of our literature review models/model-building was used in 
support of collective learning and/or management and decision-making in the context of 
applied research into participatory water management.  

There are different stages in the overall modelling process at which stakeholders can be 
involved. The term ‘participatory modelling’ is typically used to refer to direct involvement of 
stakeholders in model construction. In a broader understanding, it is also used, however, to 
refer to more indirect stakeholder involvement in model use, and in what we propose to refer 
to as model evaluation. The case studies about involvement of stakeholders in model 
construction identify collective learning as the main model(-building) purpose, while research 
contributions dealing with stakeholder involvement in model evaluation and use identify 
management and decision-making as the key model purpose.  

The case studies reviewed suggest that these are further important issues for reflection when 
designing a process using participatory modelling techniques:  

- lacking links with decision-making processes – and lacking transparency about these 
missing links – may negatively affect stakeholders’ motivation to remain involved and 
fully engaged throughout the process (an issue relevant to all participatory processes);  

- the roles of professionals included in the participatory modelling exercise need to be 
clearly defined and shared understanding about these roles among all participants 
produced; this requires a careful choice between the option to have the required 
modelling and facilitation expertise provided by a single person and the alternative 
option to have the facilitator and modeller roles segregated and fulfilled by different 
individuals; 

- most notably in those cases where stakeholders are involved in quantitative computer-
based modelling it requires reflection about whether mechanisms of capacity-building 
are required; while creating and using qualitative models with stakeholders may be less 
challenging, special competencies are required also here, in particular thinking in terms 
of complex and dynamic systems; 
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- in the case of highly conflicting stakeholder perspectives in a decision-making context, 
it may be worth considering the use of a qualitative modelling exercise as a pre-stage of 
formal modelling. Qualitative modelling can help to develop common understanding of 
a complex problem and/or unfold the basis of controversy and conflict by construction 
of alternative models representing the plurality of (legitimate) viewpoints. 

With regard to the issue of uncertainty, we have found that uptake of legislative demands to 
include uncertainty assessments in analyses of data and models is still low in water 
management practice. There is a clear need for developing new methodologies and user-
friendly tools that can facilitate systematic treatment of uncertainty in model-supported water 
management. While more recent research into participatory water management usually 
highlights the importance of investing more effort in developing approaches to uncertainty 
treatment, there are only few contributions which provide concrete suggestions. One detailed 
proposal that in our view deserve consideration in the fisheries management context envisions 
that stakeholders are involved in the systematic treatment of uncertainty at an early stage in a 
modelling exercise, and ideally also in a continuous manner throughout the modelling 
process. The case studies of participatory modelling that we reviewed provide hardly any 
information about attempts of and experiences with dealing with uncertainty. Still, the 
growing emphasis of the role that models can play for collective learning and reflection may 
also increase attention towards the uncertainty issue in future practical exercises. This 
perspective suggests identification of uncertainty and ignorance as resources to explore the 
basis of diverse stakeholder views and open room for discussion and negotiations among 
different interest parties, for instance by exploring alternative future scenarios.  
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